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Time & Attendance

The Better Way to Manage Employee Attendance, Absence
and Holiday Bookings

Introduction
Captureit is a comprehensive Time & Attendance system

catering for your entire workforce, irrespective of their

designed to help businesses better manage their workforce

location or available technology.

by providing accurate and up-to-date attendance data. The
system is flexible in coping with a wide range of business
rules and can be further configured to accommodate
bespoke company rules.

Managing Absence, Lateness & Sickness
Captureit maintains individual employee and departmental
calendars to provide instant visibility of all aspects of
attendance, including lateness, sickness, holidays and other

Key Features & Benefits

forms of absence. Recording can be in days, half-days or

> Reduces the burden of administration and paperwork

hours. You will be alerted by email for events such as

> Helps you manage absences, lateness and sickness

unplanned absences, return to work, lateness and the like.

> Individual employee calendars highlight errant behaviour

Holiday allowances are calculated automatically and

> Ability to transfer attendance data to your payroll software

bookings prevented that will exceed the allowance.

> Manages holiday booking through Department Calendars
> Options to clock via terminals, PCs, Web and mobiles
> Proximity and biometric options – fingerprint & hand
> Calculates hours, overtime and allowances automatically
> Copes with any working pattern(s) including shifts

Daily records can include notes and may be edited by
authorised persons (with audit trail) in providing a full
understanding of all attendance events. Line managers can
be granted access, limited to their own teams.

> Includes full flexitime management
> Provides a full range of management reports, as standard
> Emails alerts help you to manage pro-actively
> Access control and door entry system included
> Links to the fire alarm to produce an automatic fire roll call
> Job Labour Costing option

Clocking Options
Captureit allows you to “mix and match” various
technologies within the same
system, giving you complete
flexibility to install the clocking
solution that will work best for you.
Our range includes fast and
effective proximity terminals,
fingerprint and hand biometric terminals,
PC clocking, Web, tablets and mobile phones. Each can be
used individually or combined with any other technology in

Flexitime Management
Managing flexitime could not be easier, with any number of
rules available in coping with full and part-time staff. Debit
and Credit hours are easy to track and using the Captureit
Desktop Interface, employees are able to view their current
and historic flexitime balances, personal calendar and holiday
allowances positions.

Time & Attendance

Link to Payroll

Job Costing & Shop Floor Data Capture

Captureit PayLink software operates with the UK’s most

Captureit allows employees to record the time they spend

popular payroll software, including Sage,

on jobs and job operations. This is fully integrated into Time

Pegasus, Iris, Access and Earnie. This feature
is used widely by Captureit customers in

& Attendance, so that productive and non-productive time

helping them save time, whilst removing
much of the risk associated with manual entry.

Automatic Fire Roll Call
Captureit maintains a real-time fire register, so you always
have an up-to-date list of employees who are on site. This
can be filtered by department and fire roll call assembly
point.

can be measured.
Employees can work on many jobs during the day and more
than one employee can work on the same job at the same
time. All jobs/operations can have time and cost budgets.
Employees usually book to jobs via dedicated Job Costing
terminals, each having a barcode reader attached. Bar-coded
routing cards can be printed directly from Captureit.

When the fire alarm sounds Captureit will
instantly print out details of all employees onsite (and those who have temporarily gone
off-site). You are not limited to the number
of printers and output can even include
Smartphones and PDAs.
The system can be linked to your fire panel, so the print-out
is triggered automatically when the alarm sounds. The
system even works across multiple locations and takes
account of employees moving between locations.

If you are operating any form of manufacturing software,
then works orders can be imported directly into Captureit.

Comprehensive Reporting

Likewise the time and/or cost spent on jobs can be exported

Captureit comes with a comprehensive set of reports

back to your manufacturing software to remove the need for

including Hours Worked, Overtime, Lateness, Sickness,

manual entry.

Absence, The Bradford Factor and The Working Time

Access Control & Door Entry

Directive.

This feature is included as standard and allows employees to

Reports can be scheduled to run at agreed times and are
available in a range of formats, including plain text, Word,

use the same proximity card or key fob that is used for Time
& Attendance.

Excel, PDF and CSV. The software utilises ‘Crystal Reports’ as

You are able to configure specific access

its report generator allowing customisation of existing, or

rights, on both a group and individual basis,

creation of new reports. For more advanced users, links can
be set up to extract data from the Captureit database using

in controlling which areas employees are
permitted to access or at what time of day.

ODBC.
All instances of access are recorded against that employee
allowing activity to be monitored. This information is stored
against each employee’s daily attendance record, meaning it
is easily reconciled with the employee’s attendance and timekeeping behaviour. This can be particularly useful when an
employee ‘forgets’ to clock in – simply check what time they
accessed your building – they may well have been late!

Clocking Options

Electronically Record Employee’s Attended Time Using the
Effective Captureit Clocking In System

Introduction
Captureit Time and Attendance System can allow you to ‘mix

each time the employee clocks in or out. Initial registration is

and match’ various clocking in technologies within the same

straightforward and can be repeated at any time should hand

system, giving you complete flexibility to implement the

bulk change – the diet is working!

solution that will work best for you.

Biometric Fingerprint Verification

Options include;

This is a reliable and convenient option and removes any risk

> Biometric fingerprint

of ‘buddy clocking’ – a possible issue where employees clock

> Biometric hand-scanner

in on behalf of a colleague to

> Proximity with swipe card or key fob

cover for absence or lateness.

> PC based clocking
> Mobile device clocking
> Web based clocking

The clocking process is simple
and employees can register
multiple fingers to account for

Making the right choice depends on several factors, such as

situations where their typically

your working environment, network capabilities, links

used finger may be damaged,

between sites, on and off site working patterns and the usual

e.g. wearing a plaster.

location of your employees.

The clocking terminal offers a number of options to reflect

Biometrics

possible employee behaviour, e.g. arrive at work, lunch, go

When using Captureit, there are no human rights issues in

on/off site and clock out. This offers more flexibility than just

respect of employee fingerprints or handprints. This is

in/out, although the terminal can be set to this option, if

because no image of the finger or palm is either read or

required.

stored by the system. (Beware of some devices that record a
real ‘fingerprint image’– employees may refuse this).

Biometric Hand Verification
These terminals are often used in

Instead, Captureit finger readers

dirty environments and are

measure the small changes in electrical

extremely robust. In use, the

capacitance at numerous points across

employee enters their unique

the finger/reader surface and translates

ID number and then places

these into a unique number, which is

their hand on the reading

then stored and used whenever the finger

surface.

is presented. It is not possible to ‘reverse

A series of lights helps the

engineer’ the number into any form of finger pattern or

employee position their hand

fingerprint.

correctly, with confirmation (or

In the case of hand scanners, the device captures a three-

rejection) taking less than a second. The surface onto which

dimensional image of the hand and measures factors such as

the hand is placed in microbiologically treated to avoid

hand bulk, hand width, finger dimensions and the like in

hygiene concerns.

establishing a unique ‘value’ for that hand. This is compared

Clocking Options

Proximity Clocking Terminal
Proximity terminals offer you the choice of issuing employees

HQ (using a clocking terminal) before leaving site and

with proximity cards, key fobs or a combination of the two.

recording the remainder of their day on a mobile device.

The units are completely

PC Clocking – Desktop Interface

sealed and suffer no wear

The Desktop Interface is popular with businesses whose

and tear. Around 85% of

employees work at a PC for the majority of their day, have

our customers choose them

home workers or employ a remote workforce with access to

for reasons of their ease of

a PC, laptop or notebook.

use, reliability and range of
features.

The Desktop Interface supports the full range of clocking
options and also provides employees with the ability to

In addition to the standard

review their past attendance, Personal Attendance Calendar,

in/out feature, a series of buttons can be used for other

holiday allowance position and the current status of

actions, such as booking lunch, breaks, changing activity,

colleagues, e.g. off-site, at lunch, normal working, etc.

booking to jobs and going off-site.

The latter feature can

As network devices these (and all Captureit terminals) work

be particularly useful

across your network, whether on a single site or across many

at your front desk

sites.

where reception staff

Mobile Clocking
We offer a number of choices, including mobile phones,
tablets and Web enabled devices.
Each is ideal for employees based out in the field, such as
engineers, drivers and salespeople. All options work in realtime, meaning that all clockings can be viewed from HQ as
they happen.

can be kept informed
of the status of all
colleagues
when taking calls.
For businesses running a flexitime system, the Desktop
Interface gives employees the ability to check their flexi
balance. This cuts down the burden on HR and Managers to
provide this information, including any flexi-leave booked
(confirmed or provisional).
Whilst the Desktop Interface is usually dedicated to
individual employees, it can be configured so that several
employees can use its facilities from a single PC. This is often
used to keep down the cost at satellite locations.

In the case of mobile phones there is the option of
GeoLocation. Using Google Maps, this records the location
at which all clockings are made and is ideal for confirming
where an employee was at time of any clocking – very useful

Finally, the Desktop Interface can be used in conjunction with

for many reasons.

clocking terminals. In fact, many companies operate this

All mobile options can be used in conjunction with clocking
terminals. This means an employee could start their day at

way, with employees using the main terminal to clock in and
out, to ensure they are recorded correctly on the fire register.

Job Costing

Understanding your Job Labour Costs is Fundamental in
Driving Productivity and Delivering Profits

Introduction

Data Capture Hardware

Captureit allows employees to quickly and simply record the

Captureit uses low cost Job Costing Terminals. There is the

time they spend on jobs and tasks. There is no limit on the

option of booking to jobs using either the terminal keypad or

number of jobs that an employee can book to, or to the

a bar-code reader, with most customers opting for the latter

number of employees who can be working on the same job

since this is quicker and removes the risk of keying errors.

at the same time. The system works in real-time, meaning

You may also make bookings via a PC interface.

that you always have full visibility on who is working on what
job.

The bar-coded job cards/sheets
are printed by the software

> Fully integrated with Captureit Time & Attendance

– no specialist equipment is

> Option to include time and cost budgets

required.

> Option to measure productive and non-productive time
> Receive real-time over budget notifications by email
> Fast, accurate bookings using a bar-code gun
> Bar-coded job sheets printed from within the system
> Accurately cost new jobs based on true historical data
> Copy previous jobs option for easy set-up
> Provides a detailed audit trail of all employee activity

Operation could not simpler. The employee simply uses their
Captureit card or key-fob to identify them self and then
scans the appropriate bar-code. This action automatically
books the employee onto the new job (and operation),
whilst, at the same time, closing the previous job – there is
no need to scan off the previous job.

> Enjoy a full and comprehensive set of reports

‘Jobs’ can be set up for non-productive activities and booked

> Lets you to monitor ‘re-work’; an often-neglected metric!

to in the same way. This means you can now account for
how all paid time was spent.

Budgeting
As can be seen in the illustration below, Captureit keeps you fully informed of the status of all jobs. This includes the time and
cost spent on each job operation, together with the job total. Over budget situations are shown in red and include the option
to automatically email you whenever any operation goes over budget. Note the entry for ‘Rework.’

Job Costing

Job Detail
Captureit provides a detailed breakdown of all employee time and cost against on every job. This includes which employees
worked on the job, which operations they worked on, when they worked, how long they worked and, finally, the cost of such
work. This data allows you to understand exactly where time is being spent and perhaps allows you to compare the employee
efficiency. In this example, we are looking at the time & cost incurred on Welding, which has gone over budget.

Work Records
Captureit provides detailed information of all employee time. The example here details all jobs and operations that have been
worked on during the day for the named employee. Note, that at the start of the day this employee spent 12 minutes with no
job booking (7:30 – 7:42). This might well be OK, but it also might not be! Captureit gives you the information on which to
make such judgments.

Flexitime Management

Removing the Burden of Managing Flexitime with Captureit

Introduction

System Configuration

The management of flexitime is one of
Captureit‘s core competencies. From

Configuration is quick and simple and includes employees

the point of view of the manager,

allocated to selected employees, e.g. part-timers. Each set of

administrator and employee our

rules includes flexitime core hours, flexible start/finish times

range of features ensure that the

and contracted hours.

running of any flexitime system is both
accurate and efficient.

being able to share common rules or to have individual rules

Most employees use the Captureit Desktop Interface, which
allows staff to view their current flexitime balance, historic

The Main Features

hours worked, personal attendance calendar and holiday

- Create any number of flexitime rules

allowances position.

- Monthly, weekly, four-weekly, two-weekly or yearly periods
- Define brought-forward maximum debit and credit hours
- Define flexible start, finish and lunch breaks for each day
- Automatic calculation of employee balances for each period
- On-screen view of employees’ year-to-date balances

There is the choice of allowing employees to clock in/out via
their Desktop Interface, although many companies prefer this
to be via use of a reception clocking terminal so that the
employee fire roll call status is always up-to-date.

- Control of TOIL (Time Off In Lieu)

Line Managers can be assigned their own team members,

- Employee flexi-balance displayed at clock out

whilst the useful Who’s In feature allows all employees to

- Optional start and finish rounding of times

view which of their colleagues are clocked in and their

- Ability to credit time outside standard flexi hours

current status, e.g. normal working, at lunch – no more trying

- Easy booking of flexi-leave days

to put through a call to a colleague who is at lunch.

Departmental Attendance Calendar
This is very useful for managers when receiving holiday and other absence requests, since it clearly shows any potential
shortages. This feature is often used in conjunction with the Captureit Peer Groups feature which also takes into account
employees from other departments, but with cross-site responsibilities, e.g. fire marshals, first aiders and the like.

Flexitime Management

Real Time Employee Visibility

Employee Desktop Interface

Managers and Administrators have real time visibility of all
employees by department, with Captureit‘s shirt colour

The Desktop Interface is available to all employees and offers

convention clearly showing employee status for that day,

their PC and viewing their Personal Attendance Calendar,

e.g. yellow = normal working; red = arrived late; green = on

holiday bookings and allowances.

a range of options, including booking to/from lunch from

holiday; pink = sick; white = yet to arrive.
Navigation is easy and intuitive. Clicking on an employee
allows navigation to all data relating to that employee,
including daily and weekly clockings and current flexitime
balance. Managers can be limited to viewing their own
employees.
The Reports option allows employees to review their past
and current attendance, view their period end balances and
current flexitime balance. No need to pester HR or the
administration team.

Flexitime Rules
Setting up flexitime rules for one or more employees is
straightforward. In this example each ‘standard day’ is set to
7 hrs 30 mins.

Flexitime Summary
This example shows the employee’s monthly history of total
hours debited/credited and balance brought forward each
month. Note, at the end of March the hours brought
forward were capped at 15 hrs. Flexi-leave days were taken
in April and June. The employee currently has a credit
balance of 10 hrs 16 mins.

The screen shows employee core hours are between 10:00
and 16:00 and flexible start/finish times are 7:00 and 19:00
respectively.

Access Control

Protect your Employees & Property with the
Captureit Access Control Security System

Introduction

Access Hardware

Captureit Access Control system is a tried and tested

Captureit access readers are reliable, robust, tamper-proof

solution that helps organisations protect their employees

and perform in even the harshest conditions.

and property.

Readers connect back to one or

It is fully integrated as a standard feature of the Time &

more control units that reside on

Attendance system and allows employees to use the same

your network. These do not

proximity card or key fob, to help improve ease-of-use for

require a constant network

both employee and administration perspectives.

connection – no lockouts!

It is easy to configure access rights, which can be on a group

All lock types are supported

or individual basis, in controlling which areas employees are

(with magnetic locks being the

permitted to access or at what time of day.

most popular). Each lock can be set to be ‘fail-safe’ or ‘fail-

All access events are recorded against
that employee, therefore allowing

secure’ in the case of power loss. Battery back-up options
allow ‘fail secure’ use, as required.

movements to be monitored. This

Door exit can be via a dedicated exit reader or via the more

information is stored against the

common ‘push button to exit’ option. An emergency break

employee’s daily attendance record,

glass is always fitted.

meaning it is easily reconciled with the
employee’s attendance and time-keeping
behaviour.
This can be particularly useful when an employee ‘forgets’ to
clock in – simply check what time they accessed your
building – they may well have been late!

Benefits and Features
> Contactless cards / fobs - easy to use and do not wear out
> Stylish and elegant
> Readers are tamper-proof for added security
> Works with any kind of lock
> Access Groups can be set up to minimise administration
> Fully integrated with Captureit Time & Attendance
> Doors continue to operate even if your network is down
> Battery back-up option in case of power loss
> Access readers available in a range of technologies,
including Mifare and HID

Turnstiles and barriers are fully supported, including high and
lower readers for vehicles.

Link to Payroll

Reduce Administration with the Automatic Transfer of
Attendance Data into your Payroll

The Captureit PayLink

How it Works

Captureit’s PayLink software interfaces with a range of the

The PayLink allows you to create Pay Profile Templates.
These are used to map attendance data in Captureit to the

UK’s popular payroll software, including Sage, Pegasus, Iris
and Earnie. This feature is used widely by Captureit
customers in helping them save time, whilst removing much
of the risk associated with manual entry.

corresponding Payment & Deduction codes in your Payroll
Software.
Individuals or groups are then allocated their appropriate Pay

In addition to the PayLink option we can also provide a range

Profile Template to ensure that only payment and deduction

of export options, including CSV and Excel files that can be

types relevant to each employee are transferred.

imported directly into your payroll, again saving time and
reducing the risk of keying errors.

Once you are satisfied with the integrity of attendance data
in Captureit, it is simply a matter of selecting the export

If you send payroll information to a bureau, then it is likely

option. Dependant on the payroll system in use the data will

that you will already (manually) be creating some form of file

either import directly or the payroll software’s ‘transfer’

that is then emailed to the bureau. It is probable that
Captureit could automatically produce this file for you –

option should be selected. Either way the actual transfer of

again a massive time saver, with zero risk of keying errors.

data takes just a few seconds.
If you decide to choose the CSV or Excel option this is
provided in the form of a report formatted in CSV and/or
Excel format. You then use your payroll’s import feature to
import the data. Again, quick and essay.
An employee flag in Captureit is used to indicate which
employees are to be included in export to payroll. This helps
in cases where companies exclude selected employees, such
as salaried staff and directors from the process.
Finally, PayLink accommodates any mix of weekly and
monthly paid employees meaning all can be run with
confidence.

Automatic Fire Roll Call

Help Protect your Employees & Property with the
Captureit Automatic Fire Roll Call
The Captureit Fire Roll Call
The Captureit Fire Roll Call is a great health and safety

fire alarm ‘sounds’. If you do not have a fire panel, then it is

feature, and assists companies with their Duty of Care

simply a case of entering ‘999’ at the terminal keypad.

towards their employees. It also proves that you are serious
about complying with the Fire Safety Order.

Employees leaving site during the working day can play
havoc with understanding who is actually on-site. Captureit
solves this problem by having a dedicated ‘off-site’ button.
An employee simply presses this when
going off-site (and presses again, when
later returning). This option has the
advantage of not requiring the
employee to clock out (as if they were
leaving for the day) and therefore keeps
them clocked in for attendance
calculation purposes, something that
many other systems fail to do.

Multiple Locations
For businesses with larger sites or multiple locations, our
Enhanced Fire Register provides an extra level of
functionality. This includes site specific reporting and the
ability to output the fire register
to any Web enabled device. This
output can include interactive
check boxes that can be ‘ticked’
by fire marshals as they conduct
The Fire Roll Call (sometimes called a Fire Register) shows, by
department, all employees who are clocked in and their
current on/off site status.

the roll call.

Last Terminal Touched
The last terminal used by an employee is often a good

The Fire Roll Call prints instantly and can be directed to any

indication of where they might be, hence the development of

number of printers.

the ‘last terminal touched’ feature. This information can be

If you have a suitable fire panel, then a connection between
this and any Captureit on-line clocking terminal means that
the printing of the roll call will be automatic whenever the

included on the fire roll call report in helping fire marshals
carry out their duties.

Company Profile

We have built our reputation by providing our customers with quality solutions that are easy to use, feature rich and robust, whilst
offering exceptional value for money. Whether you require a simple, single-user system or a comprehensive multi-user solution, the
flexible and scalable nature of Captureit makes it the perfect choice.
Our product portfolio includes Time and Attendance systems, Clocking Machines, Access Control, Fire Roll Call, Flexitime
Monitoring and Automated Payroll Links. We are also one of only a few companies to offer a fully integrated, real-time Job Costing
System.
Our flagship product, Captureit, is a highly respected Workforce Management System designed for companies who wish to proactively manage their workforce, as opposed to simply record clocking times. Such companies enjoy greater productivity, reduced
absenteeism, better staff retention and improved profitability.

Our Customers
Our customer base is wide and varied, ranging from small owner managed companies to household names, such as Matalan,
Dreams, BEA Systems and even Premier League football clubs.
However, the bulk of our customers are not household names, but represent an active and vibrant cross-section of UK business and
industry. All have the same aims – to enjoy accurate attendance data that can be used to help manage their workforce; to
streamline their payroll process; to enjoy a system that is easy to use for both employees and administrators; to enjoy reliability and
first-rate customer support. Captureit offers all of this and more.

Our Approach
We pride ourselves on a consultative, rather than sales-driven approach. We feel that by listening intently to your individual
requirements and then offering advice that takes into account the experiences of other customers, we provide an excellent service
that matches delivery with agreed expectations.
We practice a ‘Best Fit Policy’. If we believe we are not a good fit with your requirements, we will tell you this and retire gracefully.
However, if we are a good fit, we will work with you to prove this and, hopefully, become your supplier. It is this approach that has
allowed us to develop and retain a strong, loyal customer base.

